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void bar(); 
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public interface I { 

int foo(int i); 

void bar(); 
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class A { 

int foo(int i){ ...} 
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abstract class C extends A implements I { 
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begin J 

Receive instruction from a class loader to construct a 

runtime representation of a class 

Mo 

Obtain a class file of the class from input stream 

specified by the requesting class loader  

Compute the class file SHA-1 digest 

Retrieve the linked list of sharedRep object that 

maps to the SHA-1 digest computed from the 

shared repository  

Search linked list of sharedRep 

objects for a sharedRep with 

which the class being loaded 

satisfies the sharing conditions 

YES 



Build a new instanceKlass object 

using the sharedRep obtained 

NO 
YES 

use templates for this 

instanceKlass object 

create replicas of templates of 

class pool, constant pool cache, 

method array and method objects 

for this instanceKlass object 

Create instance of java.lang.Class for this instanceKlass object 

I 

Prepare static variables 

i 

Enter instanceKlass object in the system dictionary 

done ^ 
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allocate new sharedRep object and template 

for class pool, constant pool cache, methods 

array, and loader-dependent method objects 

parse class file to fill them. 

 I :  

Enter the new sharedRep object to the 

shared class repository  



begin ^ 5b 

Replicate template of const2int pool cache and class pool 

from original sharedRep object 

Replicate template of methods array and method objects 

from original sharedRep object . 

modify data that depends 

on super sharedRep object 

modify table of 

unimplemented methods 

done ^ 
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begin ^ 

compute constant pool cache index from 

operand of current bytecode instruction 

load value of instance variable offset from current 

constant pool cache at the index obtained  

YES   call runtime to resolve 

link for current class 

loader and obtain resolved 

offset value 

NO 

perform instance variable operation using offset 

obtained 

done J 



begin ^ 

compute constant pool cache index from 

operand of current bytecode instruction 

12. 

load value of vtable index from current constant 

pool cache at the index obtained  

1^9 

Vtable index^ 

equals to an 

unresolved link 

marker? 

YES call runtime to resolve 

link for current class 

loader and obtain vtable 

index 

NO 

 _i ^ 

perform virtual method dispatch using vtable 

index obtained 

\ 

done ^ 
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compute constant pool cache index from 

operand of current bytecode instruction 

.-7/0 

load address of static variable from current 

constant pool cache at the index obtained 

■7/2, 

YES call runtime to initialize 

class for current class 

loader and obtain address 

of static variable 

perform static variable operation using the 

address obtained 

done J 



begin ^ 

compute class pool index from 

operand of current bytecode instruction 

1^0 

load instance size frorri current class pool cache 

at the index obtained 

instance 

'^ize equals to an 

.uninitialized class 

marker? 

/ 

YES call runtime to initialize 

class for current class 

loader and obtain instance 

size value 

NO 

allocate space in heap for an sunount equals to 

the instance size obtained 

load instanceKlass object pointer from current 

class pool at index adjacent to index obtained 

from operand of current bytecode instruction 

set pointer to instanceKlass object obtained in 

header of allocated object 

done ^ 


